EASILY RINSES OUT LEAVING A LUSTROUS, MANAGEABLE COAT

PAMPS COAT WITH ARGAN OIL, CONDITIONERS, AMINO ACIDS, AND VITAMIN E

PABA SUNSCREEN PROTECTS SKIN AND HAIR

DIRECTIONS:
Vetrolin® Bath is easy and economical to use. Mix 2-4 ounces of Vetrolin® Bath in 2 gallons of water in a bucket. Wet horse's coat thoroughly and lather entire body. Let stand for 3 minutes. Rinse. For superior sheen and manageability, follow with Vetrolin® Shine.

WARNING:
Keep away from eyes.

CONCENTRATED - Net Contents: 64 fl oz (1.9L)

PREMIUM EQUINE ARGAN OIL CONDITIONING SHAMPOO

Concentrated Vetrolin® Bath, now with Argan Oil, cleans gently and effectively. Rich lather foams away dirt, skin debris and dandruff. Argan Oil rich in Omega-6 fatty acids strengthens and provides additional shine. Protein-enriched conditioners and PABA sunscreen protect skin and hair from environmental pollutants. Vetrolin® Bath with Argan Oil dries fast, leaving only a healthy shine and the fresh, familiar Vetrolin fragrance.